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DESIGN Suburban Parking Landscapes Move Beyond the Monoculture Siren
Many in parking development view tree plantings as merely a requirement in site development,
and for it consider a handful of tree species - slightly beyond a monoculture - enough.
Monocultures (one species planting) are not permitted because they leave entire plantings
vulnerable to disease and insect devastation. American Elms decimated in the last fifty years
are an example. Yet even in communities with the most sophisticated landscape codes, planning
boards will approve projects with plant lists that contain very few tree species.
Along these lines, many landscape architects do not view parking lots or their tree canopies as
high design priorities. Still, for parking areas, those with penchants for planting design will vary
the species mix and attempt to make a composition, mostly allowing the circulation structure to
reveal itself. Although tree selection is restricted to the most resilient trees, such as street trees,
facile use of them and will to use a few distinctive trees to highlight entries make client parking
areas a lot more interesting. Topographical variations and bioretention areas make sites even
more interesting.
Parking areas are opportunities to create interesting spaces without strenuous effort. When the
parking tree matrix is thoughtfully combined with screening evergreens and existing trees the
result is akin to a landscape garden, an effect seen in the best of parking area landscapes.
The most admirable parking areas result from tree canopies that are integral to site spatial
design, and not merely afterthoughts to fulfill zoning requirements, like frosting of a cake to
make the area “pretty.” In other words, parking areas should be thought of as worthy landscape
architecture projects. This chapter has been written in the hope that parking areas are regarded
as such routinely, are shaded and accentuated well with trees, and further, that landscape
maintenance can be sustained without budgetary strain - to benefit owners, users, and the
general public.

Helpful Planting Measures
1. Distinguish entry trees.
2. Provide transparency at
building front (i.e., columnar
habit trees.
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3. Differentiate trees between
interior and end islands.
4. Provide filter strip.
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5. Integrate evergreen screening.

Rendering and planting plan by M. V. Ruggiero, 2006
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DESIGN Business Districts, Urban Revitalization & Parking Canopy
Nationwide, parking areas occupy considerable urban land, particularly in central business
districts. Aside from mitigating local heat islands and other environmental issues, individual
trees and tree canopies contribute to good urban form. They help create hierarchy of urban
spaces, highlight civic buildings, and downplay certain land uses.
Measures that are common to revitalize downtown areas are streetscape initiatives along Main
Street. While agencies do commendable work to create urban canopies through these
initiatives, revitalization effort can be sustained through thoughtful tree plantings in downtown
parking areas. When developed in unified fashion to create a continuous canopy, downtown lots
can form a nucleus of greenery and become a catalyst for further downtown revival.

When upgrades to downtown lots are addressed in isolation without cohesive urban design,
opportunity for that is missed. Where urban cohesion is a priority, design objectives must be
stated clearly to the client, contractors and the public, so that goals come to fruition through
construction and ongoing maintenance thereafter .

Parking Area Entry
Harmonizing here with
the tree canopy design
are dwarf evergreen
shrubs and salt tolerant
perennial plantings. The
plantings complement lot
signage and ornamental
light fixtures, fencing,
and bollards to create an
appealing entry.
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